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RUAG to strengthen
AMV35 for Land 400
Phase 2
By Patrick Durrant | Sydney | 21 February 2018
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Land 400 partners BAE Systems Australia and Patria have announced that RUAG
Australia will manufacture ballistic armour for the AMV35 offered for the $5 billion Phase
2 component of the program.
The advanced high-level protection for the Combat Reconnaissance Vehicle (CRV) will be
produced at RUAG's Bayswater facility in Victoria, and RUAG Switzerland will transfer the
technology to the local subsidiary.
The technology and capability transfer also will provide RUAG Australia with export
opportunities, delivering further benefits for Australia, according to Patria senior VP Janne
Räkköläinen, who said it was an example of how the company collaborated with supply chain
partners on a global scale.
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Adam Watson and Brian Gathright from BAE Systems Australia meet with Aidan Butler-Bonnice and Paul Donald of Ruag
Australia in front of the AMV35. Credit: Ruag Australia

“We have a proven and unique track record of localising production and supply chains.”
The ballistic armour selected for the AMV35 is a multi-material protection system that is
combat tested and mission-proven.
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Saab has BAE System's back for
Land 400
(/news/saab-has-bae-system-sback-for-land-400)
Rheinmetall and BAE/Patria for
Land 400 Phase 2

RUAG Australia MD John Teager said inclusion of RUAG appliqué armour strengthened the
Australian Industry Content (AIC) of BAE's bid.
“Already in service with a number of western armies, RUAG’s appliqué armour is missionproven and is a natural choice for BAE Systems’ Land 400 Phase 2 solution.”
RUAG offers a number of alternatives for ballistic protection, as depicted in this video hosted
on the company website (https://www.ruag.com/en/products-services/land/vehiclesweapon-systems/ballistic-protection):
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The real question is 'is the US$900 per
ship' for real. There are pictures out
that purport to be th...
Johnno on US awards FFG(X) concept design
contracts to shipbuilders
(http://www.australiandefence.com.au/A9A75B501504-11E8-B551A6D147414F50)
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The AMV35 is lighter than its competitor for Phase 2, Rheinmetall's Boxer CRV, by
approximately eight tonnes, depending on the load configuration. Defence is placing a heavy
emphasis on armour protection for its evaluation of the two tenders, and according to a

I wonder if the lessons learned on the
Enhanced Gap Crossing Capability
project might enhance the pl...
Adam Evans on Tank Talk: Land 907 Phase 2 and
Land 8160 industry brief
(http://www.australiandefence.com.au/3FB416701766-11E8-B551A6D147414F50)
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recent ASPI report (https://www.dropbox.com/s/a6qet0fez1r6vly/Project%20Land%20400%
20defining%20the%20army_EMB.pdf?dl=0), both vehicles have scope for the armour fit-out
to be adjusted depending on the scope of the mission.
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Juan As Johnno said, the T26 does
not yet exist in a built form. USA are
talking less than 18 month...
DJ on US awards FFG(X) concept design contracts

Proving AIC has been an important part of Land 400 Phase 2, indeed for Defence acquisiton
going forward, and new BAE Systems Australia CEO Gabby Costigan said the partnership
would bring new know-how into Australia, developing local sophisticated military technology
capability that saves lives: “It builds on BAE Systems’ unique track record of localising
production and supply chains, something we can do with low risk and high value for
Australia”.

to shipbuilders
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Only other contender I see having a
slim chance would be the MEKO
A-200. Similar size to the Lockhee...
Joel Robertson on US awards FFG(X) concept
design contracts to shipbuilders
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To keep Lockheed honest with the
pricing and timeframe, they gave
them free reign with the F-35 and ...
Joel Robertson on US awards FFG(X) concept
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